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Abrams, General Creighton W., Jr., USA (USMA, 1936)
As Commander U.S. Forces Vietnam in the late 1960s, relationship with naval forces commander, Rear Admiral Kenneth Veth, 17-19, 35, 206; attitude towards Navy's role in war, 33-34, 56; relationship with Vice Admiral Elmo Zumwalt, 35, 45-46, 53-54, 86-87, 134, 140, 173, 177, 204-206, 208; at meeting with joint service advisors in the fall of 1968, Abrams very forcibly made point that he was under presidential orders to implement Vietnamization as soon as possible, 47-55; signed some Navy fitness reports, at Zumwalt's request, 63; protection when he would go into the field or travel about Saigon, 79, 114; came to Zumwalt's aid when Navy channels disapproved his requests, 88; changed quarters in 1968 to be closer to his headquarters, 111; discussed troop reductions with new Secretary of Defense, Melvin Laird, in early 1969, 132; pushed for permission to raid enemy sanctuaries in Cambodia and Laos, 132-133; requested reassessment of policy options from service heads in Vietnam, 137-138

Air Force, U.S.
Air Force colonel drew General Creighton Abrams's ire during briefing that showed slow turnover of Air Force assets to the Vietnamese in the fall of 1968, 48-50, 53, 204-206; CNO Elmo Zumwalt fought suggestion that Navy's ballistic missile submarines be given to the Air Force in the early 1970s, 308

Amphibious Force
CNO Elmo Zumwalt increased force in the early 1970s, but it was not a top priority, 275-278

Antisubmarine Warfare (ASW)
CNO Elmo Zumwalt a strong supporter of putting ASW aircraft into attack carriers in the early 1970s, 320-321

Arbo, Captain Paul E., USN (USNA, 1944)
As senior advisor to the Vietnamese Navy in the late 1960s, tried to discourage Zumwalt's plan for rapid turnover of Navy assets to the Vietnamese, 43-44, 183

Arms Control
CNO Elmo Zumwalt strenuously opposed U.S. negotiator Kissinger's intention to give up nuclear cruise missiles at Vladivostok meeting, 272-273; see also Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
Army, U.S.

Army personnel in Saigon were better trained than Navy men to protect their compound in the late 1960s, 114; better rapport with and support to Navy under VADM Elmo Zumwalt, 177

Bagley, Vice Admiral David H., USN (USNA, 1944)
Value to CNO Elmo Zumwalt in the early 1970s as Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Manpower and Reserve Affairs), 257-258

Bagley, Admiral Worth H., USN (Ret.) (USNA, 1947)
Relationship with Admiral Elmo Zumwalt, 232-233, 239-240, 263-266, 322-323, 325-326, 328; Bagley's duties as Vice Chief of Naval Operations in the early 1970s, 243, 265-266, 325; duties as director of program planning, 271

Ballistic Missiles
CNO Elmo Zumwalt fought the suggestion that the Air Force take over the Navy's ballistic missile submarine program in the early 1970s, 308

Bernique, Lieutenant (junior grade) Michael, USNR
Junior officer chased a Viet Cong on foot at gunpoint in to Cambodia in the late 1960s, 103, 109-110

Blouin, Vice Admiral Francis J., USN (USNA, 1963)
As Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Plans and Policy) in the early 1970s, anecdote about his assessment of CNO Elmo Zumwalt, 327

"Body Count"
Judged to be of low significance to Navy by Commander Naval Forces Vietnam Elmo Zumwalt in 1968, 127-128, 222-223

Brown, General George S., USAF (USMA, 1941)
Commander Seventh Air Force pushed for the mining of Haiphong Harbor in early 1969, 133; criticized by General Abrams for Air Force briefing on Vietnamization, 205

Bureau of Naval Personnel (BuPers)
See Naval Personnel, Bureau of

Burke, Admiral Arleigh A., USN (USNA, 1923)
Comparison of his power as Chief of Naval Operations from 1955-1961 compared to Admiral Elmo Zumwalt's in the early
1970s, 292, 294-295, 324; assessment of Zumwalt, 330-331

C-5
Air Force cargo planes used to ferry Navy minesweeping equipment to the Suez Canal in 1973, 279, 281

Cambodia
Infiltration into IV Corps through Cambodia in 1968, 17, 30; junior officer chased a Viet Cong on foot into Cambodia, not realizing the political implications, 103, 109-110; General Creighton Abrams pushed for permission to raid enemy sanctuaries in Cambodia in early 1969, 132-133; President Richard Nixon criticized for raids into Cambodia in 1970, 136-137

Ca Mau Peninsula, South Vietnam
U.S. set up a fire base in the peninsula to rid it of Viet Cong as part of Operation Silver Mace in the late 1960s, 197

Center for Naval Analyses (CNA)
Used in the early 1970s for program planning, 304; value to Navy assessed by Bagley, 305

Chafee, John H.
Bagley credits Secretary of the Navy Chafee with a courageous decision to appoint Elmo Zumwalt as Chief of Naval Operations in 1970, 237

Chief of Naval Operations (CNO)
Admiral Elmo Zumwalt compared to other CNOs, 241-242, 261, 292, 294-295, 314; CNO’s power during national crises, 294-298

Chief of Naval Operations’ Executive Board (CEB)
Discussion of duties in early 1970s, 162, 304; CNO Zumwalt held regular meetings with this group, 267

China, People’s Republic of
Thawing U.S.-China relations in the early 1970s didn’t lessen drain on U.S. Navy requirements, 289-290

Chon, Admiral Tran Van
South Vietnamese naval head seen as aggressive and willing to fight during the late 1960s, 71; social life with Americans, 169; relationship with VADM Elmo Zumwalt, 190, 192
CinCPac
   See Commander in Chief Pacific

CinCPacFlt
   See Commander in Chief Pacific Fleet

Clark Air Force Base, Philippines
   Kerr and VADM Elmo Zumwalt undergo survival training prior to leaving for Vietnam in late 1968, 20-21; Zumwalt visited his family here while serving in Vietnam, 186, 199-200

Commander in Chief Pacific (CinCPac)
   Gave wide-ranging briefing to Zumwalt before he arrived in Vietnam in 1968, 16; established rules of engagement for Navy in Vietnam, 84

Commander in Chief Pacific Fleet (CinCPacFlt)
   Briefing to Zumwalt before he assumed duties as naval commander in Vietnam in 1968 paid little attention to in country matters, 15-16

Command Histories
   Quality of histories from in-country units in South Vietnam during the Vietnam War era, 90-95

Contracts
   Discussion of quality of material and analytical services procured from civilian organizations in the 1970s and 1980s, 305-307

Corcoran, Major General Charles A., USA
   As General Creighton Abrams's chief of staff in Vietnam in 1968, offered to delay a Navy presentation on Vietnamization after his boss blew up at the Air Force talk, 52, 205

Cruise missiles
   Discussion of land-target cruise missile argument in the late 1960s-early 1970s, 252; CNO Elmo Zumwalt opposed Dr. Henry Kissinger's intention to give up nuclear cruise missiles during 1974 negotiations with the Soviets, because it could have led to the end of conventional cruise missiles as well, 272-273, 288-289; discussion of accuracy of missiles in the early 1970s, 273-275; Bagley feels too much interest has been put on aircraft carriers, to the detriment of cruise missiles, 316-317; see also Harpoon; Trident II
Decision Coordination, Special Assistant to the CNO/VCNO for implemented ideas initiated by Project 60 in the early 1970s, 243

Defense Department
Reorganization of separate military establishments into the Defense Department in the 1940s may have served to broaden gap between military and civilian hierarchy, 324

Destroyer Squadron 26
Admiral Elmo Zumwalt revealed his concept of giving young officers a shot at early ship command to Kerr at a party in mid-1970, 144-145; mixed success at original concept of inspiring young officers to stay in service, 146-147, 152

Detente
Influence of world situation in early 1970s upon CNO Elmo Zumwalt's policies, 285-290

Diego Garcia
CNO Elmo Zumwalt furthered CNO Thomas Moorer’s initiative to establish this U.S. outpost in the Indian Ocean in the early 1970s, 313

Emery, Lieutenant Commander Thomas R.M., USN (USNA, 1955)
Recommended to join VADM Elmo Zumwalt's Vietnam staff by Glenn, 184

Falkland Islands
Lessons learned by the U.S. Navy from the 1982 British-Argentine action, 258-259

F-14 Tomcat
CNO Elmo Zumwalt was a proponent of this fighter partly to garner support for his own proposals, 253, 255, 320

F-111 (TFX)
RADM Elmo Zumwalt's analysis of this dual Navy-Air Force plane concept in the late 1960s influenced his strong backing of the F-14 as CNO in the early 1970s, 320

Fitness reports
VADM Elmo Zumwalt used fitness reports to reward those officers who served well in Vietnam, 63
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy
Discussion of Kerr's postgraduate degree from this institution in the mid-1960s, 1-3, 9; Kerr's master's thesis on the escalation of U.S. involvement in Vietnam, 3-5

Fonda, Jane
Strident anti-war activist seemed to have no impact on Americans stationed in Saigon in the late 1960s, 115-116

Ford, Gerald R.
Vice President Ford excluded from many issues by national security advisor, Henry Kissinger, in the mid-1970s, 156; credited for classy handling of Admiral Elmo Zumwalt's retirement ceremony in 1974, 157-159

IV Corps, South Vietnam
Infiltration through Cambodia in 1968, 17, 30-31, 75; U.S. Marines would have been better suited to serve in this sector, rather than in I Corps, 77-78

Giant Slingshot, Operation
Interdiction of Viet Cong moving supplies in the Parrot's Beak became one of VADM Elmo Zumwalt's first operations when he assumed command in 1968, 172-178, 197, 213-214, 220

Glenn, Captain W. Lewis, Jr., USN (USNA, 1962)
Early Navy service, 165-166; assigned as aide to Commander U.S. Naval Forces Vietnam, Rear Admiral Kenneth Veth, in mid-1968, 167; duties as aide to Vice Admiral Zumwalt, 179, 207, 209-211; travelled extensively through Vietnam, 196; suffered food poisoning in Vietnam, 199; misgivings about leaving job in Vietnam, 229; relationship with Zumwalt after Vietnam service, 230-231

Guam Doctrine
Discussion of President Richard Nixon's idea that the U.S. would not fight again on Asian land, 268, 289

Guns—8-inch
CNO Elmo Zumwalt was a proponent of the 8-inch gun program to provide better gunfire support, but the program was canceled after he left office in 1974, 319

Haiphong Harbor
U.S. military leaders pushed for the mining of Haiphong Harbor in early 1969, 133
Harpoon Missile
Development in the late 1960s, 259-261

Hawkins, USS (DD-873)
Unit of Destroyer Squadron 26, an experiment in giving
greater responsibility to more-junior officers, in 1971,
145-146; reenlistment under skipper, Kerr, 147; difficulties
caused by Z-grams, 148-150; racial problems in the early
1970s, 150-152

Hayward, Admiral Thomas B., USN (USNA, 1948A)
Characterized as having an excellent memory for details,
214-215

Hoffman, Captain Roy F., USN
Assessed as Commander Task Force 115 off Vietnam in 1968,
26-27, 182, 221; heroic dismissal of order to protect
himself during swift boat operations, 76; reaction on RADM
Kenneth Veth's staff to one of his inshore actions, 172,
174; relationship with VADM Elmo Zumwalt, 180

Homeporting
See Overseas homeporting

Houser, Vice Admiral William D., USN (USNA, 1942)
Loyalty to CNO Zumwalt in the early 1970s as Deputy Chief of
Naval Operations (Air Warfare), 257

Humphrey, Robert
Civilian contracted advisor briefed Zumwalt on how to
overcome cultural difficulties in Vietnamization process in
the late 1960s, 68

I Corps, South Vietnam
Unsuccessful attempts to move U.S. Marines from I Corps to
IV Corps in the late 1960s, 77-78

Indian Ocean
Growing Soviet presence in the Indian Ocean in 1968 of
concern to the U.S. Navy, 235; concern with choke points in
the early 1970s that could have blocked access to the Red
Sea, 280; CNO Elmo Zumwalt's influence on U.S. Navy actions
during India-Pakistan conflict in 1971, 295, 312; CNO
Zumwalt's initiatives to buildup U.S. presence here in the
early 1970s, despite some resistance in the Pentagon, 311-
Intelligence
Intelligence officers on VADM Elmo Zumwalt's Vietnam staff in the late 1960s studied how the Viet Cong were infiltrating the Mekong Delta, 126

Johnson, Lyndon B.
Cut back on bombing North Vietnam towards the end of his term to help Vice President Hubert Humphrey's chances of getting elected, 136

Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS)
When CNO Elmo Zumwalt wrote a critical letter about President Richard Nixon's handling of the SALT issue in 1974, the JCS mildly agreed, but thought the wording was too strident, 155-158, 160-161; at Zumwalt's retirement ceremony in June 1974, 159; except for the chairman, Admiral Thomas Moorer, somewhat left out of U.S. alert during 1973 Yom Kippur War, 292

Jordan
Effect of mid-1970 trouble in Jordan on new Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Elmo Zumwalt, 243-245

Kennedy, John F.
Conjecture on President Kennedy's plans for handling the Vietnam War, had he not been killed in 1963, 4-5

Kenya
CNO Zumwalt visited Kenya in the early 1970s to evaluate potential for support during an Indian Ocean crisis, 312

Kerr, Captain Howard J., Jr., USN (Ret.)
Education and early service duties, 1-5; circumstances of his selection as Commander Naval Forces Vietnam's aide in 1968, 6-9, 11; duties on Zumwalt's staff, 13-14, 20-21, 39-40, 100-102, 211; suffered food poisoning in Vietnam, 112, 199; commanding officer of the Hawkins (DD-873), a unit of the "Mod Squad," in 1971, 145-153; aide to various political officials in the early-to-mid- 1970s, 154; relationship with CNO Zumwalt when Kerr was working in the White House, 155-159; worked on CNO's Executive Panel staff briefly in 1970, 161-162

Kerrey, Lieutenant (junior grade) Joseph R., USNR Kerr's
recollections of future Nebraska governor as SEAL officer in Vietnam in 1969, 114

Kissinger, Dr. Henry A.
As instructor at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy in the mid-1960s, 3; as national security advisor to President Richard Nixon, exerted strong control over his boss, to the exclusion of his military advisors, 155-156; had regular meetings with CNO Elmo Zumwalt, 267, 310, 323; favored giving up nuclear cruise missiles during Vladivostok negotiations in 1974, 272-273

Laird, Melvin R.
Nixon's Secretary of Defense discussed troop reduction with General Abrams during early 1969 visit to Saigon, 132-136

Laos
General Creighton Abrams pushed for permission to raid enemy sanctuaries in Laos in early 1969, 132-133

Logistics
See Military Sealift Command

Long Beach, USS (CGN-9)
CNO Thomas Moorer opposed fitting this nuclear cruiser with conventional missiles in the late 1960s, 252

Long-Range Planning
CNO Elmo Zumwalt's organization and handling of long-range planning, compared to his successors, 269-271

McCain, Admiral John S., Jr., USN (USNA, 1931)
Benevolent attitude towards steward who spilled beef juice on the admiral's shirt during Vietnam dinner party hosted by VADM Elmo Zumwalt in the late 1960s, 208-209

McNamara, Robert S.
Effect of Defense Secretary's austerity measures on the Navy in the late 1960s, 234-235

Marine Corps, U.S.
Would have been better utilized in Vietnam in IV Corps rather than I Corps in the late 1960s, 77-78; Kerr saw mixed blessing when Marine guards were assigned to protect Admiral Elmo Zumwalt, 114-115; Bagley feels that the Marine Corps got fair consideration during CNO Zumwalt's term, but
concedes that higher priority was given to naval issues, 318-319; see also Guns--8-inch

Market Time, Operation
North Vietnamese adjusted strategy to compensate for success of these operations, 32; use of swift boats in the late 1960s, 75-76, 170

Medals and Decorations
Kerr accompanied Vice Admiral Elmo Zumwalt to the scene of action with a briefcase containing medals in 1968-69, 79-81

Meese, Lieutenant Sam, USN
Description of Glenn's predecessor as aide to Commander U.S. Naval Forces Vietnam, Rear Admiral Kenneth Veth, in mid-1968, 168

Middle East
CNO Elmo Zumwalt recognized in the early 1970s the inconsistencies between U.S. policy in the Middle East and our increasing need for oil, 235

Military Sealift Command (MSC)
CNO Elmo Zumwalt's use of the MSC to meet his logistics requirements, 282-283

Miller, Rear Admiral George H., USN (USNA, 1933)
Interest in sea-based anti-ballistic missiles in the 1960s, 275

Mine Warfare
U.S. military leaders pressed to be allowed to mine Haiphong Harbor in early 1969, 133; CNO Elmo Zumwalt reestablished mine warfare command in the early 1970s, 278-279-281; Zumwalt's interest in the reserve minesweeping ships, 279-280

Missiles
See Styx; Harpoon; Cruise missiles; Ballistic missiles

"Mod Squad"
See Destroyer Squadron, 26

Moorer, Admiral Thomas H., USN (USNA, 1933)
Opposed selection of VADM Elmo Zumwalt as his successor as Chief of Naval Operations in 1970, 237; as CNO in the late
in the 1960s, opposed fitting the nuclear-powered Long Beach (CGN-9) with conventional missiles, 252; handling of U.S. response to 1973 Yom Kippur War, 292-293; CNO Moorer initiated effort to establish U.S. outpost at Diego Garcia in the late 1960s, 313

National Security Council (NSC)
Effect on Navy program planning in the early 1970s, 307-309; involved in overseas homeporting question, 309-310

Naval Advisory Group, Vietnam
Initially fought VADM Elmo Zumwalt's desire to speed up turnover of Navy assets to the Vietnamese in the late 1960s, 43-44

Naval Aviation
Hold of aviators on CNO billet since 1961 presented difficulties for non-aviator Elmo Zumwalt in the early 1970s, 276-277, 316-317; support of aviation community for CNO Zumwalt, 329

Naval Forces Vietnam, U.S.
Prospective Commander Naval Forces Vietnam, Rear Admiral Elmo Zumwalt, briefed by West Coast commands on his way to Saigon in 1968, 12; significance of upgrading Zumwalt's billet to three stars, 18-20; Navy's staff structure seen as ineffective prior to Zumwalt's arrival, 21-22, 29-32; Zumwalt's early effects on staff, 38; Zumwalt's effect of attitude of other services toward Navy in Vietnam, 56-57; quality of naval personnel sent to Vietnam, 58-62, 166-167, 181-182; casualties increased with expanded Navy involvement, 33-34, 83; moral dilemmas, 83-84, 103-105; relaxed appearance and discipline of naval personnel, 85; morale under Zumwalt, 44-45, 86; Kerr's efforts to upgrade official command history from Vietnam, 90-95; accommodations for Zumwalt and staff, 110-111; difficulties getting stateside naval operations to adapt to needs of Navy in Vietnam, 124-125; intelligence group the strongest function on Zumwalt's staff, 126; Zumwalt's measure of success of Navy in Vietnam, 127-128; abrupt firing of Zumwalt's first operations officer, 130; daily schedule under RADM Kenneth Veth, 169-170; routine under VADM Zumwalt, 95-98, 176-180; "working" social life, 180; "insiders" and "outsiders" on staff, 185; lack of air support for brown-water troops upset Zumwalt, 203; Zumwalt's successes and failures in Vietnam, 219
Kerr's difficulties changing his orders to command a gunboat after he had decided to join Rear Admiral Elmo Zumwalt's Vietnam staff in 1968, 11-12; deceptive claim that only cream of Navy's officer corps were being sent to Vietnam, 58; Zumwalt fought to get the brightest officers sent to Vietnam and to reward those who had served well, 59-61, 63-65, 183

Navy, U.S.
Status of the service when Admiral Elmo Zumwalt became Chief of Naval Operations in 1970, 234-239; decommissioning of older ships in the early 1970s to loosen up additional funds, 245-246, 249, 257; CNO Zumwalt was successful in getting a bigger slice of the defense budget for the Navy, 268; streamlining and cost-cutting measures suggested by CNO Zumwalt, 283-285, 307-308; see also Naval Advisory Group, Vietnam; Naval Forces Vietnam, U.S.; Naval Personnel, Bureau of

News Media
Accessibility of Americans in Vietnam to news and to reporters, 115-121; VADM Elmo Zumwalt's relationship with the media, 118-121, 225-226; as hindrance to war effort, 227; see also Time magazine

Nicholson, Commander Richard E., USN (USNA, 1948B)
Assessed as operations officer on Elmo Zumwalt's Vietnam staff in the late 1960s, 129-130, 141, 181-182; as commander of Destroyer Squadron 26 in 1971, whose units were commanded and manned by more-junior officers, credited with instilling harmony instead of competition, 145-146

Nitze, Paul H.
As Secretary of the Navy in the mid-1960s, favored fitting the nuclear cruiser Long Beach (CGN-9) with conventional missiles, 252

Nixon, Richard M.
VADM Elmo Zumwalt saw his election in 1968 as directly affecting what actions the Navy should take in Vietnam, 36; changes in U.S. handling of Vietnam War after his election, 131-134, 228; criticized for authorizing raids into Cambodia in the early 1970s, 136-137; CNO Zumwalt drafted a letter critical of Nixon's handling of SALT issues in 1974 that
eventually led to the admiral's retiring, 155-158, 272-273, 289; Zumwalt felt Nixon was aware of eroding defense capabilities in the early 1970s, but the President didn't think he had enough political power to do anything about it, 244-246, 268, 311; see also Guam Doctrine

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
Presence of allies in the North Atlantic factored into Navy's worldwide requirements in the early 1970s, 310-311

Nuclear Power
Nuclear proponents often opposed any type of ship that was not suited to nuclear propulsion, 254, 328-329

Nuclear Weapons
Discussion of accuracy of nuclear missiles in the early 1970s, 273-275; impact of expense of nuclear weapons on the Navy's conventional weapons programs, 307-309

Oliver Hazard Perry (FFG-7) Class
Escort ships proposed and accepted during Admiral Zumwalt's tenure as Chief of Naval Operations, 250-251, 256; class opposed by proponents of nuclear power, 254; quality management of program, 256-257

OP-06
See Plans and Policy Division

OP-09C
See Decision Coordination, Special Assistant to the CNO/VCNO for

OP-96
See Systems Analysis Division

Orme, Captain Samuel T., USN
As BuPers detailer for captains in the late 1960s, did unusual thing in sending himself to Vietnam, 58; as chief of staff to Rear Admiral Kenneth Veth, relationship with his boss, 171; worked well with new boss, VADM Elmo Zumwalt, but rotated from Vietnam as scheduled, 181

Overseas homeporting
Studied within OpNav in the early 1970s, 247-249; influence of various government agencies on Navy's ability to choose overseas locations in the early 1970s, 309-310
Plans and Policy Division (OP-06)
  Worked on long-range planning in conjunction with OP-96 in
  the early 1970s, 270-271; see also Blouin, Vice Admiral
  Francis J., USN

Powers, Lieutenant Commander Robert C., USN (USNA, 1960) VADM
  Elmo Zumwalt often used this staff officer as an alter ego
  in Vietnam in the late 1960s, 98-99

Price, Captain Arthur W., Jr., USN
  Assessed as Commander Task Force 116 in Vietnam in 1968, 27,
  182, 221; relationship with VADM Elmo Zumwalt, 180

Price, Rear Admiral Frank H., Jr., USN (USNA, 1941)
  Credited with outstanding management of FFG-7 program in the
  early 1970s, 256-257

Program Planning
  Discussion of Navy program planning under Bagley in the
  early 1970s, 298-304, 313-318

Project 60
  Bagley discusses Admiral Zumwalt's strategic philosophy
  program, 233-234, 239-241, 243, 260, 263, 267-268, 313, 319

Racial Tensions
  Admiral Elmo Zumwalt credited for his sensitivity to racial
  problems, 151-153; troubles on board Kerr's ship, the
  Hawkins (DD-873) in the early 1970s, 150-152

Rauch, Captain Charles F., Jr., USN (USNA, 1948A)
  Given more responsibility by Vice Admiral Elmo Zumwalt when
  he went along with the admiral's plan for rapid turnover of
  Navy assets to the Vietnamese, 43-44, 72, 182-183; initially
  negative on idea of advice from social scientists to aid in
  Vietnamization, 70; advised on political and strategic
  considerations, 141

Rectanus, Captain Earl F., USN
  As highly regarded intelligence officer on VADM Elmo
  Zumwalt's Vietnam staff in the late 1960s, conjectured on
  how Viet Cong were infiltrating the Mekong Delta, 126, 128;
  as political and strategic advisor, 141; kept on by Zumwalt,
  but Glenn considered him an outsider, 185
Rickover, Vice Admiral Hyman G., USN (USNA, 1922)
Bagley recalls difficulties dealing with the "czar" of the Navy's nuclear power program in the early 1970s, 253-254

Riverine Warfare
Background of effort in Vietnam, 82

Rizza, Captain Joseph R., USN
Replaced in 1968 as VADM Elmo Zumwalt's chief of staff in Vietnam because of a difference in working styles, 40-41, 181

Royal Navy
Preparation for 1982 Falkland Islands action, 258-259

Rung Sat Zone, South Vietnam
One of Zumwalt's goals in Vietnam in 1968-69 was to get some operations going in this area, known as the Forest of Assassins, 42; Zumwalt upset about lack of air support available to cover U.S. troops in this area, 203

SALT
See Strategic Arms Limitation Talks

Salzer, Captain Robert S., USN
Impressive looking and savvy as Commander Task Force 117 in Vietnam in 1968, 26-28, 221; at VADM Elmo Zumwalt's request, took the lead in launching an early SEA LORDS mission, 42, 72-75, 82-83; selected for flag rank on the heels of his Vietnam tour, 62; Salzer's call sign, "First Sea Lord," caused a small mix-up with London, 72-73; relationship with Zumwalt, 180, 182, 323

Schlesinger, James R.
In a quandary over how to handle CNO Elmo Zumwalt's retirement ceremony in June 1974 when the admiral was at such odds with President Richard Nixon, 158-159; trouble between Schlesinger and Zumwalt over U.S. arms control position on nuclear cruise missiles, 272-273

Schreadley, Commander Richard L., USN
Chosen to upgrade quality of official command history of in-country naval forces in Vietnam in the late 1960s, 92-94

Sea Control Ship (SCS)
SCS concept, promoted by CNO Elmo Zumwalt, failed to appeal
to the internal Navy bureaucracy, 250-252, 254, 256, 258, 276-277, 285, 315-316; lessons learned from the 1982 Falklands action, 258-259

SEA LORDS
One of Elmo Zumwalt's three goals for Vietnam in 1968 resulted in this effort to get the three task forces to interact in joint operations, 42, 73-77; Zumwalt particularly pleased with acronym, which he originated, 72-73; effect on morale, 86

SEALS
Identity of enlisted Navy SEALs generally kept secret during Vietnam War, 106-107; Kerr accompanied SEALs on several night missions as an observer, 107-109.

Shear, Vice Admiral Harold E., USN (USNA, 1942)
As Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Antisubmarine Warfare) in the early 1970s, loyalty to CNO Zumwalt, 257

Sherman, Admiral Forrest P., USN (USNA, 1918)
As first aviator to become Chief of Naval Operations after World War II, credited for unusual control he was able to wield, 276-277, 324

Sihanouk, Prince Norodom
Cambodian head of state filed protest when an American officer chased a Viet Cong at gunpoint into Cambodia in the late 1960s, 103, 109-110

Silver Mace, Operation
See Ca Mau Peninsula

Smith, Rear Admiral John V., USN (USNA, 1934)
As Amphibious Force Commander in Vietnam in 1968, briefed the new Commander Naval Forces Vietnam, RADM Elmo Zumwalt, 13; a late coming supporter of Zumwalt, 88-89

Smith, Rear Admiral Levering, USN (USNA, 1932)
As director of the Strategic Systems Project office in the early 1970s, dealt directly with Defense Department personnel on the question of submarine-launched missiles, 274

South Vietnam
See Vietnam, South
Soviet Union
Firm presence in Indian Ocean by 1968 a cause of concern to the U.S. Navy, 235; President Richard Nixon realized need for stronger defense against the Soviet Union in the early 1970s, but felt he didn't have enough political power to compensate, 244, 246; U.S. was cautious of the Soviets during 1973 Yom Kippur War, 293-294; U.S. Navy response to perceived Soviet threat during India-Pakistan conflict in 1971, 295-296

Stefencavage, Lieutenant George, USN
Credited with plan for waterborne ambush as part of Giant Slingshot in South Vietnam in 1968, 175-176, 220

Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT)
CNO Elmo Zumwalt wrote letter critical of President Nixon's handling of SALT issue in 1974, 155-156, 160-161, 272-273, 289; Zumwalt ordered by Nixon not to discuss SALT on "Meet the Press" in June 1974, 157-158; while courting the Soviets with SALT, the Nixon administration was hesitant to give military its full support, 246; OP-06 was Navy division concerned with SALT, 272; the Soviets came away with an advantage after SALT I, 289

Styx (surface-to-surface anti-ship missile)
Concern of Soviet missiles to the U.S. Navy in the early 1970s, 259-260

Submariners
Support of CNO Zumwalt in the early 1970s, 328-329

Submarines—Attack
CNO Elmo Zumwalt quick to recognize potential value of multi-mission attack submarines in the early 1970s, 253

Submarines—Ballistic Missile
CNO Elmo Zumwalt fought suggestion that the Air Force take over this Navy program in the early 1970s, 308

Submarines—Diesel
Discussion of value of keeping diesel submarines as nuclear subs grew in prominence in the early 1970s, 317-318

Survival Training
Zumwalt and Kerr underwent survival training in the
Philippines prior to leaving for Vietnam in 1968, 20-21

Swift Boats
Use in Market Time operations, 75-76; subdued reaction to swift boat successes on Commander U.S. Naval Forces Vietnam staff prior to VADM Zumwalt's arrival in 1968, 172; Zumwalt was discouraged from riding swift boats for his safety, 198; used in Giant Slingshot, 214

Systems Analysis Division (OP-96)
Given charge of long-range planning by CNO Elmo Zumwalt in the early 1970s, 269-271, 303-304

Task Force 116
Participation in the first SEA LORDS operation in South Vietnam in 1968, 74-75

Task Force 117
Mobile Riverine Force's participation in first SEA LORDS mission in South Vietnam in 1968, 74-75; see also Salzer, Captain Robert S.

Tidd, Captain Emmet H., USN
As Zumwalt's replacement chief of staff in 1968, worked well with his boss, 40, 66-67, 181

Time Magazine
Time reporter apologized to Kerr for negative slant magazine editors had taken on a story about Navy's role in Vietnam in the late 1960s, 117

Train, Captain Harry D. II, USN (USNA, 1949)
VADM Elmo Zumwalt tried to get Train for his staff in Vietnam in the late 1960s, but Train had already been tapped to be Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Thomas Moorer's executive assistant, 65

Trident II Missile
Accuracy improvements developed from discussions in the early 1970s, 275

Turner, Captain Stansfield, USN (USNA, 1947)
Assessed as officer in charge of Project 60 in 1970, 233, 240, 269-270

Veth, Rear Admiral Kenneth L., USN (USNA, 1935)
Relationship with General Creighton Abrams, 17-19, 25, 35, 206; relationship with Vice Admiral Elmo Zumwalt, 25; somewhat distant as Commander U.S. Naval Forces Vietnam, 29, 78-79; adamant about seating arrangements at his change of command ceremony despite protocol, 37-38; personality and role assessed by his aide, Glenn, 168, 170

Vertical-Short Take-off/Landing (V/STOL)
Failure of the British to protect their V/STOL ships during 1982 Falklands action, 258-259

Vietnamization
One of VADM Elmo Zumwalt's three major goals during his tour in Vietnam, 42-45; necessity for Vietnamization not recognized by the other services as early as Zumwalt foresaw it for the Navy, 44, 47-56, 204-206, 228; overcoming cultural difficulties, 67-70; effect on morale, 86; quality of Vietnamese units not interchangeable with U.S. units by mid-1969, 131; election of President Richard Nixon bought time for turning over U.S. assets, 131-132; Zumwalt took level of technical expertise into account when planning facilities that would be turned over to the Vietnamese, 190-191

Vietnam, North
VADM Elmo Zumwalt's assessment of Hanoi's strategy in the late 1960s, 137-138

Vietnam, South
Perceived as reluctant to fight their own war, 71; Americans served Vietnamese food, 112-113; news available to Americans stationed here, 115-121; see also Vietnamization, Vietnam War

Vietnam War
Kerr wrote his master's thesis in the mid-1960s about the period from 1950 to 1962 when U.S. involvement escalated, 3-5; U.S. Navy seen as underutilized prior to 1968, 17, 22, 33-34, 169-171; Kerr's opinion of VADM Elmo Zumwalt's attitude towards war, 23; lessons learned in war, 31; war was being fought by young officers who were looking for leadership, 32; rules of engagement, 84, 109, 219-220; quality of U.S. military leadership, 87; political sensitivities in Southeast Asia, 103; changes in U.S. policy after Nixon elected, 131-134; role of politics in war, 137-140; intensity of random rocket attacks on Saigon in mid-
1968, 168; joint U.S.-Vietnamese operations, 193-194; Navy was in better position to intercept enemy supplies than Army, 224; hardship on Navy in terms of hardware, 234, 246; see also U.S. Naval Forces Vietnam

V/STOL
See Vertical-Short Take-off/Landing

War Games
Used by Navy planners to judge possible attrition that would be wrought by programs under consideration in the early 1970s, 301-302

Warner, John W.
As Secretary of the Navy in the early 1970s, relationship with CNO Elmo Zumwalt, 266-267

Weisner, Admiral Maurice F., USN (USNA, 1941)
As VCNO in the early 1970s, credited with loyalty to CNO Elmo Zumwalt, 257

Yom Kippur War
Use of U.S. minesweepers to clear the Suez Canal in 1973 reflected back on CNO Elmo Zumwalt's determination to get mine warfare forces back into shape, 279-281; U.S. merchant ship sent to the Mediterranean to provide logistic support, 283; crisis tightly monitored by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Thomas Moorer, 292-293; close contact between Zumwalt and Bagley, 292-294

"Z-Grams"
Kerr dealt with problems caused by Admiral Zumwalt's special messages as commanding officer of the Hawkins (DD-873), 148-150; Glenn's interpretation of the spirit of Z-grams, 216-217

Zumwalt, Admiral Elmo R., Jr., USN (USNA, 1943)
Turned down by Kerr when he invited the lieutenant to join his Vietnam staff in 1968, 6-9, 11; negative attitude about Zumwalt held by some in Bureau of Naval Personnel, 12; briefings before assuming duties as Commander U.S. Naval Forces Vietnam/Commander Naval Advisory Group Vietnam from 1968 to 1970, 12-17; frocking ceremony to vice admiral aboard a commercial jet, 15; ramifications of early promotion, 18-22, 24; survival training in the Philippines prior to arriving in Vietnam, 20-21; credited with
sensitivity to Vietnam situation, 23-24; toured Vietnam upon arrival, 25-32, 172; leadership style, 39-44, 46; goals in Vietnam, 42; relationship with General Creighton Abrams, 35, 45-46, 53-54, 86-88, 134, 140, 204-206; led effort to reward officers who served well in Vietnam, 59-60; spent great deal of time in the field, where he often decorated men on the spot, 78-81, 123-124, 176-179, 187; never wore a weapon, 79; assessed by Kerr, 95-99, 111-112, 154, 160, 162-164; attempt on Zumwalt's life, 113, 187; relationship with news media, 118-121, 225-226; impact of Vietnam duty on policies as CNO, 121-123; impressive in meeting with Defense Secretary Melvin Laird in early 1969, 134-136; sensitivity to politics, 137-141, 226-227, 255; received no fanfare when he returned to the States in 1970 between Vietnam and CNO duties, 143-144; discussion of "Mod Squad," 144-153; credited with enlightening Navy about race relations, 151-153, 163; drafted a letter critical of President Richard Nixon's SALT policies in 1974 that eventually led to his retirement, 155-160, 272-273, 289; political aspirations, 156-157, 160-161; daily routine, 95-98, 176-180, 198-199, 322; assessed by Glenn, 178-180, 186-189, 199-200, 202-204, 211, 213-218, 231; as own operations and action officer, 129, 189, 261-262, 272; dealings with Admiral Tran Van Chon, 190; proponent of joint service operations, 193-194; concern for safety, 193, 195-196, 198; family, 143-144, 186, 199-200; health, 201-202; relationship with his deputies in Vietnam, 212-213; used "murder boards", 215-216; success and failures in Vietnam, 219; philosophies assessed by Bagley, 237-239, 268, 323-327, 329-330; compared to other CNOs, 241-242, 261, 292, 294, 314, 324-325; as proponent of various programs, 252-255, 302, 314-316, 319-321; relationship with Navy and Defense Department secretaries, 266-268, 323; successes in getting programs implemented, 285; sense of humor, 326-327; see also "Z-Grams"